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application and directions

Our detergent is suitable for a wide range of cabinet glass 
wash machines. It removes beverage residue, grease marks 
and bacteria from glassware and associated equipment 
typically found in pubs, clubs, cafes, restaurants and kitchens. 
Scan the QR code below for more info.

✓  inhibits limescale build-up

✓  effective at various machine temperatures

✓  doesn’t form white deposits during long tern use

✓  low foaming

✓  effective in hard and soft water

✓  reduced use of hazardous substances

✓  phosphate and phosphonate free

✓  safe in septic tanks if used as directed

✓  readily biodegradable

✓  not tested on animals

Remove any residue and rinse heavily soiled items before 
loading machine. Pour undiluted directly into the machines 
automatic dosage system and use in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendations.

Adjust dosing to maximise performance. Concentration will 
depend upon the degree of soiling and hardness of water. 
Normally 0.1% - 0.5% is satisfactory. More effective cleaning 
will be achieved at higher temperatures; the ideal being 
60°C. The results can be enhanced by the use of Delphis Eco 
rinse aid.

NB. do not use to clean aluminium, lead crystal and hand 
painted china.

Proper dosage saves cost and minimises environmental impact: 
Delphis Eco encourage proper dosage and users to reduce 
waste going to land fill by recycling empty bottles.

areas of usage

•  cabinet glass washers    •  glassware    •  associated equipment

technical data

benefits

Figures are typical values and should not be used as specifications

Appearance: clear fluid
Odour: bland
pH-neat: 13.00 typical
pH@5% in tap water: 12.50 typical
Boiling point: 100oC
Flammability: non-flammable
Vapour pressure: water = 18mm Hg
Water solubility: totally soluble
Relative Density: 1.085 typical @ 20°C
Freezing point: 0oC

safe handling and storage

supplier information

Product Name: Cabinet Glass Wash
Product Code: CGW050DEL01R (5ltr conc.)

Supplier: Delphis Eco, Unit 1, River Reach
 Gartons Way, London  SW11 3SX
 t: +44 (0) 203 397 0096
 f: +44 (0) 870 974 7219
 e: sales@delphiseco.com

Full guidance on the handling and safe storage of the product 
can be obtained from the safety data sheet including first aid 
measures and health and safety requirements.

cabinet
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e co log ica l

concentrate

For cabinet glass washers only
Removes beverage residue, 
grease and bacteria. Inhibits 
limescale formation
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